
 

(1)  Adam was created M__________ and – even without the Fall – would 
have D__________. 
 
 
(2)  The sin of Adam injured himself only and NOT H__________ (ie There 

is no “O_______________ S_____”).  BUT READ ROMANS 5:12ff. 
 
 
(3)  The Law can lead to S____________________. 
 
➢ Pelagius misread texts like MATTHEW 5:48. 

 
➢ If Jesus 

makes the 
demand, 
there must 
be the A__________ to satisfy the demand.  BUT READ JAMES 2:10. 

 
 

(4)  Even before Christ 
there were S_____-
LESS men. 
 
 
(5)  Newborns are in the same state as Adam B__________ the Fall (Morally nuetral; not 
inclined to good or evil).  
 
➢ They are NOT held A____________________ through Adam. 

 
➢ They must exercise their own F______ W_______ toward P_________________. 

 
➢ BUT READ PSALM 51:5, EPHESIANS 2:1, 1 CORINTHIANS 2:14, ROMANS 5:9-10 

 
 
 
(6)  As humanity does not die by the Fall, we do not rise because of C_________. 
BUT READ LUKE 23:34. 

ANCIENT HERESIES – Modern Cults 

          Faith Lutheran Church Wednesday Bible Class  
(GENESIS 3:15) 

TEACHING POINT →In general, Pelagius believed a person could 
achieve P_______________ apart from C__________. 
 

TEACHING POINT →A persons’ “Good Works” are not considered 
genuine “Good Works” by God apart from F__________ in Christ. 
READ JOHN 5:24ff. 
 



➢ HIS MAIN OPPOSITION:  Saint A____________________... 
 

➢ AD 418 – Council of C_______________! (And again at Ephesus, AD 431) 

JOSEPH SMITH (1823/Visit from Moron-I)

(1)  Mormons deny O_______________ S_____. 
 
➢ “We believe that men will be punished for their own sins, not for Adam’s transgression.” 
(Joseph Smith) 
 
➢ Mormon “Age of Accountability” 

 
(2)  Mormons believe we reach eternity by the works of the L__________.

 
➢ Mormon levels of the afterlife… 

 
 
 
 

(3)  Christ is NOT pure G_______, but a moralistic E__________. 
 
➢ “As man is, G_____ once was; as God is, man may B_______________.” (Lorenzo Snow) 

 
(4)  Newborns are protected from damnation through the “Age of Acoountability”… 
 
(5)  Jesus does NOT save anyone by F_______, but only enough to give you a C__________! 

 

Do you believe people can be good A__________ FROM CHRIST? 
 
 
Do you depend on Y_______________ to live the Christian life? 
 
 
Do you think in any way that people have a R__________ in their own salvation? 

 

 

 

NOTE →Like Arianism, Pelagianism was an infiltration from W_______________ the Church!  
 

TEACHING POINT →Salvation is by G__________ alone, through F__________ alone, 
on account of C__________ alone! 
 


